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ABSTRÀCT

This research was conducted to determine the dropout

rate and demographic factors associated with dropout for

adult students at Brandon University. The population in the

study included adults admitted in 1 983 who were at least

twenty-one years of age by the end of their first academic

session. They were enrolled in a degree program and $¡ere

taking courses for credit.
courses before.

They had not taken university

The independent variables included gender, a9e ¡

ethnicity (native versus non-native), type of sessional

accommodation (residence versus off-campus), previous

academic IeveI, admission status degree program,

the services of thecourseload, and the degree of usage

Mature Student Centre.

The dependent variable was persistence. Persisters

were defined to be students who had graduated by or s¡ere

enrolled in the 1990-91 regular session, making this a

longitudinal study.

Previous research reports of the dropout rate of adult

university students and the demographic factors associated

with persistence vrere reviewed.

,

of

IV-

The review indicated that



there was a very wide range of dropout rates. The review

also indicated that the prior academic level Ì¡as associated

with persistence, while gender was unrelated. Inconsistent

findings vrere noted for the use of a support program and

age. There r¡as not enough evidence that native ethnicity,
Iiving in residence or off-campus, degree program,

courseload were related conclusively to persistence.

and

The data in the present study vrere analyzed by use of

the Statistics Package for the SociaI Sciences (SpSS-x)

programs for frequencies, Pearson product-moment

correlation, and stepwi se rnult iple regression. the

frequencies analysis was used to determine the dropout rate,

which was 69.5%, and to examine the characteristics of the

population. Based on the results of the Pearson product-

moment correlation results, significant differences beLween

persisters and dropouts on previous academic leveI,

admission status, courseload, and use of the Mature Student

Centre services srere found. Based on the results of the

stepwise multiple regression analysis, two of these same

variables were found to be significantly associated with

persistence. They v¡ere admission status and pre-enrollment

use of the Mature Student Centre services.

Implications for students, staff in support programs,

and other university personnel were discussed.
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BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to determine the dropout

rate and demographic factors associated with persistence

among older, non-traditional university students at Brandon

University, a small Liberal Arts university in the province

of Manitoba. As will be indicated in this chapter, the

enrollment of adult students has risen considerably over the

last several years. These students have different needs and

characteristics than their younger counterparts. 11Ð cr

result, studies which deal with dropout among traditional
university students may not necessarily apply to older

students. Because of the increase in numbers of older

students on university campuses, support programs have been

developed. Those who work in such programs could better
advise students if they had better knowledge about factors
which are associated with persistence in adult learners.

This chapter will include statistics regarding the rise
in enrollment of adult students, the characteristics of

adult students, the Mature Student Centre which is a support

program for adult students at Brandon University, the

purpose of this study, definitions of terms used in this
study, and the significance of this study.

-1



The Rise in Adult Student Enrol lment

Previously, education y¡as considered to be limited to a

certain period of a person's life. People started their
education at about six years of age and ended it about ten

to fifteen years later. At that point the period of

education for their lives was over. Schools were the domain

of the youth.

This is not the case any more. A new era has begun,

and, along r¡ith it, new concepts such as continuing

education and lifelong learning have arisen. AduIts are

returning to classrooms in droves due to various factors
such as the Women's Movement, job obsolescence, the desire

for self-fulfil1ment, increasing technology, and increasing

leisure time. Àdults are attending classes in various types

of programs, including upgrading programs, high schools,

non-credit courses and workshops, as well as community

colleges and universities.
A quiet revolution is taking place on college and
university campuses across this country. It is a
revolution that began several years agor in the
sixties and seventies, and has been building in
intensity ever since. I t is not a violent
revolution. . . . Yet this quiet revolution could
have an even more profound effect on higher
educaÈion and on society than did the violent
demonstrations of the sixties. . . . What I'm
referring to is the return of thousands of adults
to college campuses... (epps, 1981, p. 11)

Figure 1 .1 presents a comparison of the the numbers of

men and $¡omen twenly-five years of age and older attending
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school in Canada in 1971 and 1981. Às indicated, there were

substantial increases in enrollment for part-time and fuIl-
time enrollment of both genders. There vlas a particularly
Iarge increase in the number of women who attended part-

197 1

1 981

MEN

WOMEN FuIl-time
Part-t ime

197 1

1 981

Figure 1 .1 : Men and Women 25 Years+ Àttending Schoo1 in
Canada, 1971 &. 1981
Source: Statistics Canada (1984).

t ime.

fhis trend is evident in other countries as well. For

example, in 1972 in the United States , 28% of the

undergraduates r.rere twenty-f ive years of age or older, and

by 1977 the figure had jumped to 36% (¡¡ational Centre for
Education Statistics, 1977) .



with the overall decline in the birth rate,
4

the

increase in enrollment of older students should be a relief
for university administrators. Zsigmond, et al (1978)

predicted that the 18-21 age group wiII continue to shrink

until the early 1990's. The post-v¡ar baby boom resulted in

extensive expansion of university programs and facilities.
Universities need to maintain their enrollments to justify

the continuation of these expansions. The influx of

nonsequential students can help maintain and even increase

enrollment numbers.

Characteristics of Àdult Students

Non-traditional adult students differ from the younger

traditional students in many v¡ays. Some of these

differences are to their advantage in terms of obtaining an

education. Others are disadvantages. These differences

mean that we cannot assume that the literature regarding

attrition rate and causes of attrition for the traditional
university population can be applied to older students.

Difficulties of Àdult Students

Returning to an academic environment after a period of

absence is not an easy task. It takes some time to learn

how to study again. Sorne of the course material taken

previously was likeIy forgotten. Responsibifities of the

home, workplace, and family can make it very difficult to



find the time to
university find it
students have added

study. Sequent

to be difficult
challenges.

5

ia1 students who attend

enough. Nonsequential

Lack of conf idence in their ability to become

successful students is common among adult learners (farmer,

1971; Nisbet and Welsh, 1972; Brandenburg , 1974i Lenz and

Shaevitz, 1977; Goldberg, 1 980; Knoyrles, 1 980; Apps, 1 981 ) .

They often feel that they cannot compete with the younger

students. Many fear failure. They think that they are too

old to learn. This can prevent many from enrolling and can

pronpt some who are already enrolled to quit.

Older students who have been avray from the
classroom for a number of years experience varying
degrees of fear, apprehension, and self-doubt.
They are often unduly pessimistic about their olrn
academic competencies and abilities. They fear
competition with younger students, whom they view
as more intelligent, assertive, and competent in
the cognitive domain. They often feel self-
conscious and embarrassed about their perceived
inadequacies, and they tend to avoid subjects in
which they anticipate failure (Teegarden and
Tarvin, 1982, p.77) .

Tied in with their lack of confidence is uncertainty

about academic procedures (nuckey, Freeark, and O'Barr,

1976; Rawlins, 1979; Apps , 1 981 ; Teegarden and Tarvin,

1982) . Because they have been avray from academic

institutions for some time, they are unclear about rules and

requirements. They find the bureaucracy and red tape to be

very overwhelming. They are confused about course

information and university terminology and are unaware of

available resources.
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Many adult students have difficulty with their learning

skills (Nisbet and Welsh, 1972; Buckey, Freeark and O'Barr,

1976; RawJ.ins, 1979) . Difficulties include problems in

organizing their time, concentrating, writing papers, and so

forth. Some of these difficulties, such as time management,

are due to family demands. Other difficulties arise simply

because of the time span since they have been students.

Others never did acquire good study habits in the first
place.

Having lived longer, adult students have more Iife
experiences which they attempt to relate to what they are

learning (epps, 1981). Sometimes the problems which adult
Iearners face are due to difficulties in relating the old
learning to the ner.¡. There seem to be no connections or

relevancies. Younger students have fewer life experiences,

and thus, Iess interference with new learning. Apps (1981)

stated that:
Because learning is change and not simply the
accumulation or the adding of something, there is
constant reorganization and restucturing. For
many returning students this involves unlearning,
for some a most di f f icult task. For many
returning students the difficulty is not in
dealing with what is new but in relating what is
new to what has previously been learned
(pp.a8-49).

Adult students are often highly motivated and set high

goals (Apps, 1981). Because they have been al¡ay from school

for e while, they often are unavlare of what they must do to

achieve their goals. Many of them do not realize how much



i{ork is involved in

particularly those who

longer period of time.

time required.
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obtaining a university degree,

have been away from school for a

Many underestimate the amount of

Àdult students generally have considerably more outside

responsibifities than younger students (Apps, 1981;

Brandenburg, 1974; Buckey, Freeark and O'Barr, 1976; Lenz

and Shaevitz, 1977; MilIer, 1978; Goldberg, 1980i SmaIlwood,

1980; Rav¡lins and Davies, 1981; Teegarden and Tarvin, 1982;

Sewa11, 1984). Many have families, jobsr aging parents, and

are involved in community affairs. These outside

responsibilities can result in time scheduling problems and

feelings of guilt. Many experience fatigue. The lack of

time to meet their many obligations can lead to conflicts
with others, particularly their immediate family. Apps

(1981) summed it up well by stating:
Where traditional students are primarily students,
returning students are not. The returning student
is first and foremost a business person, a
homemaker, a parent of children, a community
volunteer, a professional person, and a host of
other roles that are a part of the lives of adults
in our society. The role of student has to take
its place among a1l the other roles (p. 41).

It is natural to assume that, since adult students have

so many outside responsibilities, they would be less

involved in extracurricular campus activities. This has in

fact been found to be the case (Nisbet and Welsh, 1972i Lenz

and Shaevitz, 1977; Rawlins and Davies, 1981). The social
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side of university can provide some enjoyment to balance out

the stresses of exams, deadlines, and so forth. Adult

students tend to miss out on this part of campus life.

Àdult students often feel pressured to finish their
academic programs quickly (Brundage and Mackeracher, 1980).

Students who begin university at about eighteen years of age

have many years left in which to work in their chosen

careers. They also have plenty of time to try something

else if their first career choice does not work out. O1der

students generally do not have such luxuries. Many of them

are in the second hal-f of their lifetimes. Not only do they

have fewer years left before death or retirement, but, with
families to support, they cannot afford to spend too much

time attending school and not receiving a paycheque.

The time perspective of adult learners appears to
be different from that of children. Àn adult
tends to perceive time as including an ever-
increasing past, a fleeting and pressured present,
and a finite future. À child tends to perceive
time as including a present and an infinite
future. Children and young adults tend to measure
time as "time since birth"; adults past 40 tend to
measure time as "time until deat.h" (Brundage and
Mackeracher, 1980, p.35).

Strenqths of Adult St udent s

In spite

students, they

generally are

They know what

of the challenges facing

also have many strengths

related to their higher

they want, and are quite

nonseguential adult

. These strengths

leveI of maturity.

willing to work for
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it. They have experienced the outside wor1d, and what they

have learned from it can benefit them as students.

Àdult students are self-directed (apps, 1 981 ). They

are not afraid to work and take responsibility. However,

when they first start classes, they often need some

structure. That is not hard to imagine, given the fact that

they have been away from school for some time.

Adult students tend to be highly motivated (Farmer,

1971; Apps, 1 981 ) . They have returned to school through

their oyrn choice. They are not there because they are

filling in time until they enter the work force. They are

not there due to parental pressure. They are there because

they chose Èo be, because life circumstances made it the

best thing to do.

Younger students learn material with the intention of

applying it later in life, such as when they enter the work

force. Àdult students, on the other hand, have been out in

the so called real worId, tdising children, working, getting

involved in community projects, and so on. Therefore, they

do not have to wait until some nebulous day in the future to

apply the material which they are learning. They are able

to apply it to what they are experiencing in the real world

todayr oF to what they have already experienced (Farmer,

1971; Mi11er, 1978; Brundage and Macheracher, 1980; Knowles,

1980; Apps, 198'1 ). As a result they can be a wel-come



addition to university classrooms

experience to discussions. Provided

are studying is relevant to them

motivation to learn it.

'!0

by contributing their
the material which they

, there can be more

Older adults tend to solve a certain problem in a

certain manner (long and Ulmer, 1972). However, they do not

necessarily consider this to be a problem. They felt that
it may be due to what is l-earned in past experience as

opposed to }azíness or a lack of knowledge. It is difficult
to speculate whether this should be considered to be a

strength or a concern. Because university study aims to

develop critical thinking, attitudes are frequently

challenged. Many adult students might not be comfortable

with this and find it to be quite frustrating. On the other

hand, because of their life experience, many adult students

are better able to take a stand and can excel in assignments

such as argumentative essays or seminar presentations.

Perhaps whether having more fixed attitudes is an advantage

or a disadvantage depends on how fixed the attitudes are and

on the the extent r-o which they are challenged.

Older students are generally not as timid as the

younger ones when it comes to expressing their views and

feelings, whether they be positive or negative. Brundage

and Mackeracher (1980) stated that older students are more

Iikely to express their needs. According to Àpps (1981),

adul-t students are more argumentative. They are more 1ikely
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to question things. In general, "Older students are less

tolerant than traditional students of poor teaching,

unconcerned instructors, authoritarian and dictatorial
teachers, and uncompromising requirements" (Teegarden and

Tarvin, 1982, p. 77).

Their ability to express themselves r+ith less

hesitation can be an advantage or a disadvantage. It makes

having adult students an asset in university classes,

especially in those where discussion is encouraged. Adutt

students could gain more from attending university. They

would be more likely to participate in classes, thereby

learning more as well as enjoying it more. However, because

adults would be more IikeIy to express feelings of

dissatisfaction, they might also be more likely to withdraw

if their academic program is not suitable for them.

The differences between traditional, younger university
students and the older nonsequential ones suggest that it is
important to study factors associated with dropout in adult

students. Studies which examine persistence among

traditional students may not apply to older students.
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The Mature Student Centre at Brandon Universitv

Earlier in the chapter it was indicated that there is a

rising enrollment of adult students, and that this is a

population with special characteristics and needs. This has

resulted in the development of support programs on many

campuses, including Brandon University. Use of this support

program ( ttre Mature Student Centre ) is one of the

independent variables being examined in this study. This

section will provide a description of this program.

The Mature Student Centre at Brandon University
originated in 1 980. It's main goal is to to help

nonsequential adult students (who are twenty-one years of

age or older during their first session) make the transition
to university life. It was developed in response to the

increasing number of adult students enrolling at Brandon

University. It was designed to assist themr primarily in

their first year, to adjust to the demands of university.

The population served by the Mature Student Centre

varies from high need students who lack academic preparation

and/or have a number of adjustment problems to 1ow need

students who need relatively littIe assistance in adjusting

to university 1ife. The Mature Student Centre, despite its
name, serves all adult students, regardless of whether their
aCmission status is mature, regularr or otherwise.
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In 1986 several changes v¡ere made to the structure and

function of the Mature Student Centre at Brandon University.
Though it was a part of the Student Services program, the

Mature Student Centre had functioned quite autonomously. Àn

evaluation report recommended integration of the Mature

Student Centre and Student Services. Às a result , some of

the Mature Student Centre staff (counsellors and learning

skilIs instructors) were moved to Counselling and Learning

SkilIs units within Student Services. Their role then

became to serve all students on campus. Though the changes

resulted in less duplication of services between the Mature

Student Centre and the rest of Student Services, fo1low-up

of referred students became more difficult. Because staff
members worked in close proximity and met on a regular

basis, ample opportunity existed for one staff member to

consult v¡ith another staff member about a student who was

referred.

The following wiIl be a description of the services

provided by the Mature Student Centre. Some of these

services were provided from 1980 until 1986 only, while

others continue to be provided.

1 . Advisino. ( 1 980 to present ) . The Mature Student

Centre provides holistic advising to recently

admitted and prospective students, as wel-I as to

students who are taking courses. By holistic, this
means that not only are degree and course
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requirements discussed, but so are other areas of

concern to the students, such as child care

facilities, sources of finances, the impact of

university on the student and the family, and so on.

Counsellinq. (1980 to 1986). The Mature Student

Centre provided personal, career, and financiat
counselling to adult students who reguested it.
Counselling services are still available on campus,

but not directly through the Mature Student Centre.

Instead, students are now referred to a Counselling

unit within Student Services. The counsellors within
the Mature Student Centre specialized in the needs of

adult students. The ones within Student Services

serve aIl students.

Diaqnost ic Test inq. ( 1 980 to present ) . Because of

the lack of a high school diploma r oÍ because of the

time span between their last formal educational

experience and university, many adult students are

unsure about whether or not their academic skills are

at a level which would allow them to succeed in
university. Therefore, the Mature Student Centre

makes available a battery of diagnostic tests which

students can write if they choose to. They include

the Wide Range Vocabulary Test, the Stanford

3.

Diagnostic Reading Test, the Descriptive Tests of
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Mathematics SkiIls of the College Board, and the

Communications Pre-test which is a writing skil1s
test developed by staff of the Mature Student Centre.

The Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory was available
through the Mature Student Centre, and is now

available through the Counselling unit of Student

Services. These tests are not compulsory and are not

used for admission purposes.

advising purposes on1y.

They are used for

4. Learnino Skills Instruction. (1980 to 1986).

Àssistance in various types of learning skills, such

as notetaking, study-reading, exam preparation and

writing, time management, essay writing, and so on

vlere made available in various forms. Handouts were

given out at no charge to the students. Learning

skiIls instructors worked individually with students

on an appointment or a drop-in basis. l^Torkshops were

also held. They integrated learning skiIls
instruction with the requirements of selected first
year courses. For example, Iearning skilIs labs for
Introduction to Psychology students would teach study

reading and apply those skills to the textbook for

that course. These labs would also provide the

opportunity for tutoring, since the staff member

giving a particular lab would also be familiar with

the course material. The Mature Student Centre stilI



provides some tutorial
part, students are noll

SkilIs unit within

Counselling Unit, this

assistance, but

being referred to

Student Services.

one also serves aI
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for the most

the Learning

Like the

1 students.

5. Orientation to Universitv.
Mature Student Centre staff
orientation sessions for new

( 1 980 to present ) . The

also organizes and runs

students.

6. Upqradinq. ( 1 980 to present )

of fers upgrading l-eve1 courses

Physics, and Mathematics.

courses maintain contact vrith

Centre.

Student Lounse. ( 1 980 to

where students can meet,

share their experiences is

. Brandon University
in writing, Chemistry,

Instructors for these

the Mature Student

present). À student lounge

have coffee, re1ax, and

also available.

7.

8. Studv Space. (1980 to present). Some students use

the lounge for study. Others use a classroom when it
is not occupied.

In 1983, which is the year f rom which the data v¡as

taken, the staff consisted of the following people: one

coordinator, three counsellors, four learning ski11s

instructors, and one secretary. The counsellors and the
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learning skiIls instructors also provided academic advising

services. In 1986, when the program was restructured, the

staff composition vras reduced to one coordinator, one

secretary, and two advisors. In 1988 the number of advisors

was reduced to one full-time and one half-time advisor

because of financial restraint. Student data were collected
from sessions occurring prior to the changes to allow enough

of a time span for a longitudinal study.

Statement of the Problem

the dropout rate of adult universi
as demographic factors associated with

foci of this research.

The purposes of thi s study v¡ere :

the dropout rate

vrere admitted to

ty students, as well

persistence, were the

of nonseguential adult

Brandon University in

1.

2.

To determine

students who

1983.

To determine

pers i stence

the demographic factors
for this population.

associated with

Definitions

are definitions of terms used in thisThe following

study:



1.

2.

A reqular student was

basis of completion of

age.

A mature student

one who was

high school
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admitted on the

, regardless of

regular admission

least twenty-one

examinat ions for
(Mature students

basis. )

was one who

requi rements.

years of age by

the first sess

are admitted

does not meet the

He or she was at

the last date of

ion registered in.
on a probationary

of

she

? An adult student vras one who was twenty-one years

age or older in the first session in which he or

enrolIs. The admission status $ras irrelevant.

A. À sequential student

university directly
other institution(s)
breaks from studying

t imes.

$¡as one who e i ther attended

from high school or attended

in between so that there vrere no

other than the standard vacation

5. A non-seguential student was one who had more than

just a standard vacation break between attending high

school and university.

A transfer student was one who has regular status at6.

another accredited university.



7. An auditor vJa 5

permission to enroIl
credit for them.

student who has

in courses, but will
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been given

not receive

8.

9.

À special student vras one

for the purpose of taking

University degree.

À visitor was a

Brandon University

who was admitted, but not

courses toward a Brandon

student who intends

credit elsewhere.

to transfer

10. A residence

v¡as one of

haIls.

student was

the three

one whose

Brandon Uni

sessional address

versity residence

1 1 . À non-residence student was one whose sessional

12. A f u1l-time student was one who v¡as enrolled in at
least three courses at a time during the fall and

winter terms, and/or was enrolled in at least three

credit hours per term during a spring or summer

session.

address was not one of the three

residence haIls.
Brandon University

13. A part-time student was

definition of fuI1-time.
one who does not meet the
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14. A dropout was defined to be a student who did not

enroll in classes at Brandon University in the falt
of 1 990 and had not graduated from Brandon

University.

15. À persister was defined to be a student who had

either enrolled in the fall of 1990 or graduated from

Brandon University.

16. Students are placed on academic warninq if they have

completed less than 24 credit hours and have a

cumulative grade point average of less than 2.00 or

else if they have a sessional grade point average of

less than 2.00. These students are allowed to

register for further classes, but must seek advice

from their academic dean.

17. Students are placed on academic probation if their
cumulative grade point average yras less than 2.00 and

greater than or equal to the minimum academic

performance level requirement. The minimum leveI vras

determined by the number of credit hours attempted.

These students must have written permission from

their academic dean to register for a maximum of 12

credit hours in following terms or sessions.
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18. SÈudents are placed on academic suspension if they do

not meet the minimum academic performance leveI
requi rement . These leveIs are determined by the

number of credit hours completed. They are also

placed on academic suspension if, while on academic

probation, they do not obtain a grade point average

of at least 2.00 in the number of credit hours for
which they rdere allowed to register. Students who

are placed on academic suspension are not allowed to

register for a minimum of twelve months. Students

who return after being suspended are on probation.

19. Students are placed on academic withdrawal if they

return after being suspended and are suspended again,

or if they have accumulated more than 48 credit hours

of rrFrt grades and/or repeat courses. Students in

this category are required to withdraw for a minimum

of 60 months.

NOTE: Students cannot be placed on academic probation,

withdrawal if they have attempted less thansuspension r or

24 credit. hours.
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Siqnificance of this SLudv

Adult student attrition is a worthwhile area to study.

As indicated in this chapter, the numbers of older students

on campuses world-wide has increased dramatically. "Non-

traditional" students appear to be becoming more and more

"traditional" arl the time. rnput about factors related to
attrition courd help them in their decision about enrorling
in university. These older students have both strengths and

needs which tend to be different from those of younger

students, so studies which deal with the general student

body ma¡r not apply to them. Support programs have been

developed on many campuses. Staff of these programs would

benefit from information rerated to the composition, success

rate, and factors related to success among adult students.

Since the declining birthrate means thaL there are fewer

younger students enrollingr uDiversity administrators and

other personnel who are concerned about enrorlment figures
need to know how to attract and retain adult students. Às

the next chapter indicates, a limited number of studies have

been carried out which examine persistence among older

university students, so this study will provide more

information about this topic.



LITERÄTURE REVIEW

This chapter will provide a review of the Iiterature
dealing with persistence among adult university students.

The first section contains literature related to the dropout

rate of adult students in university programs. The second

section wilI provide a summary of available literature
related to the effects of sociodemographic variables on

dropout of adult university students. Àn attempt was made,

wherever possible, to use studies which examined the adult

university student population. However, in areas where few

were available, those which studied other populations, such

as adult upgrading classes or the general university student

population, were also examined.

Dropout Rates Àmons Adult University Students

This section will provide a

which examined the dropout rate

enrolled in university programs.

r¡ith this type of population were

review of the Iiterat.ure
of adult students who are

Four studies v¡hich dealt

found.

There was no uniform definition of a dropout or a

persister across the articles. Some articles or texts
defined a dropout to be someone who enrolled one year, but

did not enroll the next. Others defined a dropout as

23



someone who did not graduate
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within a certain period of

time. Studies which defined dropouts as those who enrolled

one year but not the next would classify stopouts (those who

took a break in their studies, but continued at some point)

as dropouts. Those which defined dropouts as those who did

not graduate within a certain period of time could be

classifying both stopouts and part-time learners as

dropouts. With varied definitions, findings of rates of

attrition are bound to vary.

Nisbet and Welsh (1972) completed a study in which they

attempted to develop a profile of a mature student. They

defined mature students as those who had a break of two

years or more between leaving school and enrolling. The

sample was taken from those who either v¡ere enrolled in an

undergraduate program or were studying to gain entrance into
Arts or Science at Aberdeen University. In total, there

were 257 students in the sample. Their academic records

were examined and questionnaires were sent out to them.

They were returned by 177, a 70 percent response. Out of

the 254 students , 39 ( t S percent ) naa either withdrawn

voluntarily or had been suspended, which was about the same

as the withdrawal rate of those who attended directly from

school.

Frost ( 1 980 ) conducted a study dealing with the

retention of adult learners. In this study, a survey was

administered to 69 undergraduate students at the University



of l^iashington who were 20 years
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of age or older when they

first enrolled and who had not accumul-ated more than 44

credits before enrolling. Success was defined as graduation

or enrollment four years after entrance. Àccording to this
definition, 29 of those siudents were successful. (Àuthor's

note: That was calculated to be

percent. )

a dropout rate of 58

Roderick and BeIl (1981) published a study dealing with

unquali fied mature students in British universities,
particularly the University of Sheffield. The universities
referred to tended to use some form of pre-screening of the

applicants, such as testing and interviev¡s. Àt the

University of Sheffield there were a total of 62 unqualified
mature who vrere admitted from 1975 to 1977. Of those 62

students, sixteen (26 percent) did not enroll in classes at
that campus. Nine of the admitted students did not complete

the program which they enrolled in. That h'as 14.5 percent

of the admitted unqualified mature students, and nineteen

percent of those who enrolled. This indicates a relatively
low dropout rate compared to the other dropout rates which

were cited, even though the authors considered it to be

high. Because the admission of unqualified mature students

was relatively uncommon, those who applied were likety quite

serious about their studies, and therefore would have been

Iess likely to drop out.
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HoIm (1988) completed a master's thesis dealing with

retention of adult learners in the University of Minnesota

CoIlege Program for Individualized Learning. Her study was

Iongitudinal. Students who were admitted for the 1983-84

session f ormed the sample. Records r.rere examined in 1987 to
see whether or not they had graduated or were still
enrolled. She found that slightly over half had dropped

out.

There was quite a variation in dropout rates reported

in the studies which dealt with adult university students.

Surprisingly low dropout rates of fifteen and nineteen

percent r¡¡ere f ound. However, others reported as much as 58

percent dropout. It appears that one cannot draw a general

conclusion about the dropout rate of adult university
students. It seems that the rates depend on a variety of

institutional and other factors, such as the size and

location of the university, the admission criteria, Èypes of

support programs, and so forth.

Relationship between Demoqraphic Factors and Dropout

This section contains a review of the literature
dealing with the relationship between demographic factors
and attrition of adult non-sequential university students.

An attempt was made to find studies involving older student.s

attending university. Because there was a limited number of

such studies, if few or none were available for a particul-ar
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topic, ones dealing with adult student dropout in other

prograrns or university students in general, were also

reviewed. However, the type of population stuCied vras

described for each article or text cited.

Gender

The following

different dropout

students.

studies examined whether or not there are

rates between male and female adult

Frost (1980) administered a survey to 69 undergraduate

students at the University of Washington who were 20 years

of age or older when they first enrolled and who had not

accumulated more than 44 credits before enrolling. Success

was defined as graduation or enrollment four years after
entrance. Twenty-nine of those students were successful.

Fi f teen r.Iere f emaIe, the rest maIe. Theref ore they

concluded that gender vras not related to persistence.

However, while all of the fourteen men had graduated, only

six of the women had. Therefore it appeared that women tend

to take longer to complete their degrees. Studies that only

examine the rate of graduation after a period of time can

obtain results which suggest that yromen have a higher

dropout rate than they actually have, especially if a

relatively short period of time is used.
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aDarkenwald (1981 ) published a study which provided

synthesis of research related to adult student retention.
He reviewed the findings about how sociodemographic,

psychological, external situation, program context, and

teaching-learning factors are related to retention of adult
learners. His review indicated that most sociodemographic

variables, including gender, yrere unrelated to persistence

of adult Iearners in organized educational progams.

HoIm ( 1 988 ) who completed a master's thesis dealing
with retention of adult students in the University of

Minnesota Program for Individualized Learning found that
gender was unrelated to academic persistence. No tests of

significance vrere performed on the data, however.

À11 three studies indicated that, for adult students on

university campuses, gender was unrelated to persistence.

That should be reassuring to many adult students. Some

factors are more easily controlled (e.g., previous

educational leveI can be increased through upgrading).

Others are more difficult, if not impossible. It is
reassuring if a factor which is difficult or impossible to
control is unrelated to persistence.

Aqe

This section contains Iiterature dealing specifically
with the rel-aÈionship between age and dropout.
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Pantages and Creedon (1978) reviewed studies of college

attrition which v¡ere published from 1950 to 1975. They

found that attrition rates were similar for students who are

either older or younger than the average. Their review also

suggested that for those who delay entrance, the factors
which resulted in that delay r âs oppcsed to the age factor
itself were Iikely associated with the higher attrition
rate. Their overall conclusion was that age in itself, was

not a major factor in college attrition.

Darkenwald ( 1 981 ) reviewed research related to the

retention of adult learners. However, this study was not

limited to university students. It examined adult students

in general. The review indicated that sociodemographic

variables were generally unrelated or weakly associated with
pers i stence . Àge vras one of the two soc iodemographic

variables which was considered to have any appreciably

significant relationship with persistence. Older adults
were more likely to persist, but this trend was reversed

when the students r.rere over 60 years of age.

Pappas and Loring ( in NoeI, Levitz, Saluri , et al,
1985) found in their literature review that, out of various

sociodemographic variables, only two, namely age and

educational attainment, were related to persistence of

returning learners. However, the studies which they

reviewed had different findings. Some studies indicated

that older students were more likeiy to persist, while
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toothers suggested that younger ones $¡ere mere

persist.
I i kely

Kuh and Cracraft (1986) wrote a paper which summarized

available literature dealing with the prediction of adult
student success in higher education. They indicated that
age itself did not seem to be retated to educational

success, but that other factors which can be age-related,
such as chi Id-rear ing respons ibi I it ies and f inanc ial
resources, were rel-ated to persi stence.

Holm ( 1 988 ) who completed a master's thesis dealing
with retention of adult students in the University of

Minnesota Program for rndividualized Learning found that age

was not related to academic persistence. No tests of

significance were performed on the data, however.

The findings are inconsistent. Some suggested that age

v¡as unrelated to dropout. One indicated that the dropout

rate was the same for students who were either younger or

older than the average. one suggested that older students

were more like1y to persist, but that after sixty years of

ô9e r the reverse r.ras true. Two studies suggested that
individuals at either extreme, in terms of a9€r were more

Iikely to drop out. One study indicated that age itself did

not affect attrition, but that the factors which resulted in

the delay in attending university $¡ere what affected
attrition.
f indings.

This may explain the inconsistencies in the
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Native Ethnicitv

This section contains review of the literature
dealing with native adult university student dropout.

Considerable research has been done on the retention of

minority students. However, the minority groups studied

tend to be blacks and Latin Americans. Because of the

rimited availability of studies which examine attrition
among adult native university students, those which examine

the retention of minorities and non-whites in general were

also referred to.

Astin (1973) examined the retention rates of American

rndians in Àmerican colIeges. The students studied were not

older students, however. No significant differences were

found among the number of graduates of Indians and non-

rndians when academic factors such as schorastic aptitude
were kept constant.

HaIl- (1975) examined attrition in the El paso Community

College. Students who enrolled one faIl, but did not return
in the following spring were surveyed. Chi-squared analysis
was used to anaryze the data. Resurts indicated that ethnic
minority students were more like1y to withdraw.

Anderson and Darkenwald

soc iodemographic determi nant s

satisfaction, and persistence in

Questionnaires were sent out to

(1979a) studied the

of part ic ipat ion ,

American Adult Education.

79,63 1 adults. Out of
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those, 91173 $¡ere determined to be participants in some form

of adult education, ranging from workshops or job trainíng
to college or university. Their literature review indicated

that nonwhites tended to drop out more than whites. These

findings were supported by the analysis of their
questionnaire results through multiple regression.

Lam ( 1 984 ) attempted to predict dropout among Brandon

University freshman students by using logit regression

analysis and discriminant analysis. Lam chose to use

freshman students for the sample because most of the dropout

occurs in the first year. Sixty-one first-year students who

had withdrawn from university during or at the end of their
first year of studies formed the experimentat group. À

control- group vras selected on a strat i f ied basi s to match

the number of students in the experimental group. He found

that students in special programs, such as Native teacher

training programs, were more like1y to drop out.

Two of the studies indicated that minority students

were more Iikely to withdraw. Lam's (1984) study indicated

that students who vrere enrolled in special programs, such as

Native teacher programs, were more 1ikeIy to withdraw. One

indicated that native racial status made no difference as

long as academic factors were kept constant. À1I four

studies dealt with university students in general, not just

older students. With an increase in the numbers of native

students enrolling in universities and with Brandon
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ofUniversity being a forerunner in this area, the retention
native university students is an area worth exploring.

Livinq in Residence

One of the areas which was examined in this study was

whether or not adult students who live on campus have

significantly different retention rates than those who Iive
off campus. Probably because so many adult students would

tend to live of.f campus, Do studies were found which

examined this. Three studies h'ere found which examined the

general student population, however. The following is a

summary of those studies.

Astin's (1975) comprehensive longitudinal and multi-
institutional- study of dropout in colleges and universities,
which was cited earler, examined the effect of living in

residence on persistence. He found that living in residence

increased the chances of persisting. This study dealt vrith

the general university population, however.

Pantages and Creedon (1978), in their review of studies

of attrition of college students, formed the same

conclusion. They found that the research consistently
indicated that students who Iive on campus were less likely
to drop out than v¡ere those who live of f campus. They

hypothesized that living in residence results in increased

opportunities for socialization which can help a student

adjust to being a university student.
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Lam's (1984) study of dropout among freshman students

at Brandon University indicated through stepwise

discriminant analysis and logit regression analysis that the

area of residence influenced the likelihood of dropout by 49

percent and that students who live in residence were far
more likely to persist. This study, however, examined

freshman students in general r so the results can not be

generalized to the adult university population.

À1I three studies indicated that students who live on

campus are more 1ikely to persist. However, the degree to
which the cited studies can be applied to older non-

traditional university students is questionabÌe. The

advantages of convenience and increased opportunities for
socialization would be countered with feelings of being

older and not fitting in. CIearIy, this is an area which

v¡arrants f urther study.

Previous Àcademic Backqround

This section contains an examination of the

relationship between the highest grade level previously

attained and persistence.

Anderson and Ðarkenwald ( 1 979b) , who were cited
earLier, studied participation and persistence among adult
part-time students in colleges and universities. They

analyzed the 1975 Àmerican Bureau of Census "Participation
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in Adult Education" survey data using crosstaburation and

multiple Iinear regression. They found that "the most

important demographic characteristic is education" (p. 365).

Darkenwald (1981) published a synthesis of the research

dealing with reLention of adult students. The review

indicated that, although most scciodemographic variables
were unrelated or weakly related to persistence, previous

educational attainment was one which was associated with
persistence. Adults with more formal schooling were found

to be less likely to withdraw from their programs.

Rampaul , Koodoo, and Didyk ( 1 983 ) administered a

questionnaire to one hundred and twenty-five graduates and

non-graduates of a CanaCian community college.
graduates and forty-nine non-graduates responded.

Ni nety

They

wished to determine if there were any significant
differences between the two groups in a number of factors
including the highest level of education previously

atta i ned. They found that there was a significant
difference between the graduates and non-graduates in the

highest rever of education attained before enrolling at the

community college.

Pappas and Loring (i

1 985) found in their
educational atÈainment was

variables associated wi

n NoeI, Levitz, Sa1uri, et al,
Iiterature review that previous

one of only two sociodemographic

th persistence among returning
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Iearners. They found that if adults had a higher leve1 of

education there was a higher probability that they would

pers i st .

ÀIl of the studies indicated that as the level of

previous education increased, the rikerihood of persistence

also increased. That came as no surprise. One would expect

previous learnings to benef it future coursework. For

students with Iess education, perhaps the factors which

affected their enrollment in earlier years may still affect
it in the future.

Degree Program

Another question being asked in this study is whether

or not the type of degree program which adult university
students enroII in is associated with persistence. Two

studies were found which examined this. These deart with
the general university population. None were found which

dealt specifically with older students.

Vander Well and Sartoris (1973) admi n i stered
questionnaires to students who withdrew from the university
of Alberta in the 1970-71 year. About 60 percent of aII of

the withdrawing students completed the questionnaire.

ç^Tithin the Arts f aculty 5. 6 percent withdrew, in Sc ience 4.9

percent withdrew, and in Education 2.5 percent withdrew. No

statistical analysis of significance vras performed.
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However, the authors speculated that the undecided students

chose to enroll in Àrts and Science, and therefore yrere the

first ones to experience disillusionment and withdraw.

Cope and Hannah (1975)

between field of study and

which they reviewed dealt

students in general and did

They found that there were

that the rate of retention
particular field of study.

Because of

students choose

This raises the

examined the relationship
persistence. The Iiterature
with college and university
not focus on adult students.

no consistent research reports

v¡as better or $rorse in any

oÈher demands on their time, many adult

to attend classes on a part-time basis.

question of whether or not there is a

The studies which were reviewed shed very little light
on the matter. One found different dropout rates among

different faculties, but the results were analyzed with
percentages onlyr so it is uncertain as to whether or not

the differences are significant. The other study indicated

that the retention rates v¡ere not affected by the fietd of

study. None of the studies dealt with adult university
students. More studies are needed to attempt to clarify
whether or not the program of study affects persistence

among adult university students.

Courseload
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difference in the dropout rate between fuII-time and part-
time adult students. It is possible that students who are

attending part-time would eventually feel that it is taking

too long to complete a degree and quit. It is also possible

that the reasons ',vhich prevented fulI-time study in the

first place, such as financial limitations or home/job

responsibilities, might continue to interfere and result in

dropout. On the other hand, a part-time load might be more

managable for adult students who have many other

responsibilities, such as a job or a family. This section

will summarize the literature which relates to this area.

Darkenwald (1979a), who were citedÀnderson and

earlier, studied

participation, sa

Adult Education.

the results of quest

adult s . Results

education were more

more than one course

sociodemographic factors associated with

tisfaction, and persistence in Àmerican

Mult iple regression s¡as used to ana l-yze

ionnaires which $rere sent out to 79 1631

indicated that participants in adult

likely to persist if they were taking

Lam's (1984) study of first year Brandon University
students indicated that part-time students were more likeIy
to withdraw. This study dealt Ì.¡ith the general student

population. Stepwise discriminant analysis indicated that
part-time student status increased the likelihood of

withdrawing by eighty percent.
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Both of the studies which examined courseload and

attrition indicated that part-time students were more likeIy
to withdraw. This was not very surprising. perhaps the

factors which eliminated full-time study in the first place

also affected the ability to continue.

Use of a Support Proqram

Because

learning act

programs to

examination

affected by

Curtis,
unpubl i shed

there are so many adults engaging in formal

ivities, many campuses have developed support

help them succeed. This section contains an

of whether or not persistence rates are

participation in such programs.

Fr idf innson , and Eide (1978 ) wrote an

report dealing with the Mature Student

Orientation Program at the University of Manitoba. The

report included a comparative study of the academic

performance of Èhree groups of mature students at that
campus. The first was a group of thirty-five randomly

selected students who responded to an invitation to attend

orientation. The second was a group of thirty-four randomly

selected students who were invited, but chose not to attend.
The third was a group of thirty-two randomly selected

students who did not receive an invitation. À11 three

groups of sLudents registered for classes in the 1977-78

academic year.
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In June of 1978 transcripts of these students were

analyzed. They found that, although the number of complete

withdrawaLs vras the same for the first and third groups, the

number of individual course withdrawals was higher for the

first group than for the third. The number of failures,
howeverr wâs lower for the first group than it r.¡as for the

thi rd. They f eIt that thi s vras 1i kely due to the

explanation of voluntary withdrawal procedures at the

orientation program.

Leavengood, et aI (1981) presented a paper at an annual

meeting of the Gerontological Society and the Canadian

Àssociation on Gerontology. They discussed the

characteristics of partic ipants in the senior citizen
Tuition waiver Program at the university of south Florida,
as well as factors which were related to persistence in the

program. These students r.¡ere 60 years of age or older .

Questionnaires $¡ere sent to a totat of 216 students, and

were returned and answered by 171 of them. Out of the group

of. returnees, in other words, those who registered for a

subsequent session, 83.3 percent had attended a

registration/orientation session, while 1 3.9 percent had

not. Out of the group of non-returnees, 42.8 percent had

attended the session and 5.1 percent had not. They were not

sure if this was because the session itself helped them in

some wâyr or if a dif f erent type of person vras more likely
to take part in the session in the first place.
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Àsher ( 1 984 ) published an article which gave some

suggestions for helping minority students with limited
skills to enroIl in and graduate from correges and

universities. Asher stated that students who used services
provided by special programs had srightly higher retenLion
rates than those who did noL use them. rt was specurated

that these peopre might be doing better primarily because of

the extra attention that they h'ere getting.

In his aforementioned study dealing with first year

Brandon university students, Lam (1984) found that those

enrolred in speciar programs, such as Native teacher

training programs, were more likely to drop out. However,

it is uncrear whether the higher dropout rate was associated

with the support program or with factors which resulted in
the use of such programs. rt is possible that students who

make use of support programs have academic and other
problems, and therefore are more likeIy to withdraw.

Pinkston (1987 ) wrote a literature review dealing with
the needs of adult university students (defined to be zs

years of age or older) and the effect of support programs on

achievement and retention of these students. The literature
review indicated that sometimes academic achievement and

retention were better for adult students who made use of
such programs.
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who completed a master's thesis dealing

with retention of adult students in the University of

Minnesota Program for Individualized Learning found that
there was a positive relationship between frequent contact

with advisors and academic persistence. However, no tests
of significance were performed.

Three of the studies indicated that students who used

the support programs were more Iikely to persist. One study

found that the likelihood of withdrawing completely was the

same for students who used the program (an orientation) as

it was for students who $¡ere not invited to use it. One

study indicated that those who used a support program were

less Iikely to persist. One would not expect consistency in

the findings, however, since there would be wide variations
in the types of programs offered. Some would benefit the

students more than others would. There would also be

variety in the type of populations served. It is also
possible in many cases that those who would tend to use the

programs would be weaker academically or have more

difficulties in adjusting to university demands. Therefore,

in spite of the benefits of the program, they be more likely
to withdraw. Because of the differences in types of

programs and the types of students who use them, âo attempt

to form a general conclusion about the effect of the use of

support programs on persistence would not seem justified.
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The Iiterature
learners indicated

fi fty-eight percent

since the studies

populat ions.

Overall, there were many

regarding the causes of dropout

students. In some areas, few st

done. In other areas the results
statistical procedures. Frequently

each other.

use of support programs.

dealt with the effect of

Conc Ius i on

dealing with dropout rates among adult

a wide variation, ranging from fifteen to

. that would, however, be expected,

dealt with a variety of programs and

However, some conclusions were reached. The level of

previous education r.¡as found to be related to persistence.

This came as no surprise. Gender was found to be unrelated

to persistence, a finding which should be reassuring to many

people. Inconsistent findings were found for age and the

gaps in the I iterature
among adult university

udies appear to have been

rdere ana lyzed us i ng c rude

the studies contradicted

Only two studies l¡ere f ound which

courseload on persistence, so a

generalization h'as not made. The studies dealing with

native ethnicity, degree program, and living in residence

all dealt with the general university population. Though

these studies were reported, conclusions about the effect of

these variables on the persistence of adult university
students were not made. More research in the area of adult
student retention is needed io help fit the pieces together.



The next chapter will
study in more detail,
collection, data analysis,
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describe the methodology of this
including the population, data

and limitations of the study.



METHODOLOGY

As indicated in the previous chapter, dropout rates

among adult university students vary quite widely, ranging

from rates as low as fifteen percent to as high as fifty-
eight percent. The literature which was reviewed also

suggested that the previous education level was associated

with persistence. Gender was found to be unrelaLed to
persistence. Inconsistent findings were noted for use of

support programs and age. A lack of studies Yrere found

deal-ing with courseload. A lack of studies dealing with

adult university students v¡ere found for native ethnicity,
Iiving in residence, and the degree program.

This study sought to determine the dropout rate and

demographic factors associated with persistence among 1983

Brandon University new admissions who were at least twenty-

one years of age and in their first year of university
study.

This chapter will describe how this particular study

was carried out. It will describe the population selected

for the study, Iist the variables studied, and how the data

were collected and analyzed. It y¡i1I also discuss the

limitations and strengths of the study.
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Populat ion

The students selected for the research sample s¡ere

those who met the following conditions:

1 . They had student numbers beginning with "83, "

indicating that they v¡ere f irst admitted during the

spring or summer sessions of 1983 or during the

1983-84 regular session.

2. They were at least twenty-one years of age by the end

of the 1983-84 regular session.

3. They were registered in a degree program in the fall
of 1 983.

4. They had not taken university classes before.
Therefore, those who v¡ere admitted as transfer
students or those who had indicaLed to a Mature

Student Centre advisor that they had taken university
courses before were not included in the sample.

5. They were not admitted as special, visitingr oE

auditing students.

Two hundred forty-six students met these qualifications
and therefore were included in the study.
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Independent Variables

Several demographic variables were chosen for
examination in this study. They fel1 into two categories,
namery personal characteristics and academic factors. These

independent variables were measured against persistence for
the population described. Definitions relevant to these

variables were listed in Chapter One.

The following is a list of the independent variables:

Gender

The sample v¡as divided into two categor ies:

Females

Males.

Àqe

Because the students chosen for the sample ldere those

who were twenty-one years of age or older at some point
during the first session in which they enrolled, twenty

years would be the lowest possible age.

Native Ethnicity

a)

b)

Students were divided into two categories:
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a) Native (Includes treaty status, non-status, and

Metis. )

b) Non-native.

Sessional Accommodat ion

Students vrere divided into two categories:

a) Residence

b) Non-residence.

If their various sessional addresses indicated both, then

the category which applied to the greatest length of time

was selected. If the lengths of time v¡ere equal then the

address for the first session was used.

Previous Àcademic Level

The highest academic leveI achieved before enrolling at

Brandon University was analyzed. The following categories

were used:

a) No High School.

b) Partial High School

c) High School graduate.

Because the students selected for the sample were

those who had not taken university courses before, there $¡as

no category indicating university level study prior to

enrolling.
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Admission Status

The categories include:

Mature

ReguIar.

Às indicated earlier, students with certain admission

categories were excruded from the sample. Those admitted as

transfer students vrere not selected for the sampre because

they vJere not new to a university environment. Those

admitted as special students were also eriminated from the

sample. Because many of them wourd not have intended to
complete a university degree or take courses for credit, the

results would be meaningless. Visiting students were also
excluded because they wourd not be planning to comprete a

degree at Brandon University. Auditing students were

excluded because they would not intend to cornplete courses

for credit, and therefore would not be expected to comprete

a degree.

Degree Proqram

ÀI1 of the undergraduate degree programs available at
Brandon University in the faII of 1983 were included:

a)

b)

of

of

of

a)

b)

c)

Bachelor

Bachelor

Bachelor

Àrt s

Sc i ence

General Studies
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d) Bachelor

e) Bachelor

Educat ion

Music.

who attended fulI-time in some sessions and

others were assigned to the category which

highest nurnber of sessions. I f the number of

equal then they sÍere considered to be fuII-

of

of

Students who vlere not registered in a degree program

(i.e., they indicated "ni1" as their choice for a degree)

were not included in the sample because they obviously did

not plan to finish a degree program. If students switched

their degree programs while attending Brandon University,
then the program for which they attempted the highest number

of credit hours was selected. If the number of credit
hours was the same,

used.

then the first degree attempted was

Courseload

Students were divided into two categories:

a) Furr-t
b) Part-t

Students

part-time in

applied to the

sessions were

t ime.

rne

ime.
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Use of the Mature Student Centre Services

Use of the support services of the Mature Student

Centre was not compulsory. Therefore, analysis vras done to
determine whether or not use of the centre was associated

with dropout. students were divided into three categories:

a) Non-users

b) Pre-enrollment advising only

c) Continued use of services after classes start.

Dependent Variable

The dependent variable in this study

Students $¡ere divided into two groups:

was persistence.

a) Persisters

b) Dropouts.

As indicated in the definitions section of the first
chapter, persisters were defined as those who had graduated

by the fall of 1 990 or who were enrotred in classes at that
time. Dropouts were those who did not meet the definition
of persister.
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Data Collection

The student sample and the data were all obtained from

information filed at the Mature student centre. The Mature

student centre had lists of all adurt students who appried

for admission into Brandon university. All were contacted

by letter, and were encouraged to take advantage of the

availabre services. once a student made contact vrith the

Mature student centre, a fire was opened. Àn intake sheet

was fi1led out, which contained information about previous

academic leve1s, number of dependents, admission status,
source of finances, and so on. Diagnostic tests and copies

of transcripts and of alr correspondence v¡ere also kept on

file.

The student sampre was obtained from the master list of
students. This master rist also contained minimal

information, incruding â9êr degree program, and admission

status. The remainder of the information was collected from

the files. certain types of information, such as marital
status, the number of dependents, and the source of
f inances, though availabre in the f ires, r.¡ere not used f or

this study, because that information was available only for
those who chose to use the services of the Mature student

centre. The diagnostic test scores were not used, because

these tests vrere optional, and therefore would only be

availabre for e limited number of students in the sample.

The number of missing cases ,¡¡as high enough for these
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regression analysi s.
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hindered the stepv¡ise multiple

Statistical Analvses

The Statistics Package for the SociaI Sciences

(abbreviated sPss-x) was used to calcurate the frequencies

and the percents for the individuar values for each of the

various categories of the independent and dependent

variables. This was used to describe the population,
indicating, for example, the percentages of males versus

females, part-time and full-time, and so on. This was also
used to determine the dropout rate.

One of the independent variables, namely âger was

broken down into categories for the frequencies analysis.
Students were categorized according to which of the

following age groups they belonged to at the beginning of

the 1983 regular session:

a) 20-25 years

b) 26-30

c ) 30-39

d) 40-49

e) 5o-59

f ) 60 or older.

Pearson product-moment correlation
multiple regression were used to determine

were associated with persistence.

and stepwise

which variables
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Dummy variables were created for some of the variables
for the Pearson product-moment correration and for the

stepwise multiple regression (SpSS-x Inc. , 1 983 ) . These

variables included the degree program and the use of the

Mature Student Centre. Appendix I, which lists how the

values were coded, also includes the dummy variables.

Limitations of thi s Studv

It was quite likely that some students who were

crassified as dropouts courd, in fact, have transferred to
another institution. Transfer to other institutions is not

uncommon for Brandon University students, since it is a

small campus which does not offer the variety of programs

available at larger ones, but it's small size and support
programs would seem to make it a friendlier, Iess

intimidating place to start.

This study concentrated on demographic variables.
Because of the difficurty in tracing the whereabouts of

students who were no longer on campus, they were not being

interviewed or surveyed. Personal information, such as

marital status, number of dependents, and so on were only

available for students who used the services of the Mature

student centre. Diagnostic test scores $¡ere available only
for students who chose to write tests. The high number of

missing cases for variabres such as these made it necessary

to exclude them.
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extensive program

changes were implemented in 1986. The same results may not

have been obtained if a sample hrere taken from a group of

students who first enrorred after those changes were made.

However, the literature frequentry pointed to the need to
make retention studies longitudinar, as this wourd tend to
reduce the possibility of crassifying stopouts as dropouts.

Therefore, in spite of the program changêsr students who

enrolled in 1983 were chosen for the sample.

Strenqths of the Studv

This study vras longitudinal. Whereas many studies
define dropouts as those who do not return in the subsequent

year, this one forlowed the enrolrment of students from 1983

up to 1990. Because many adurt students have difficurties
such as financial or family probrems which make it necessary

to wit.hdraw f or a period of time, longitudinal studies would

seem to increase the confidence we might place in the

results. Ideally, studies of this nature would follow a

student throughout his or her lifetime, but that vras not
practical for this researcher.

The sample size v¡as large. This would tend to capture

the furrer range of possible characteristics of adurt
students. Many studies reported the use of very small

populat ions , and theref ore i t vras di f f icult to have

confidence that the results encompassed characteristics that
allowed them to be generalized to local populations.
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ResulÈs of this study would seem to be of use to the

many adult students who are enrorred in or are considering

enrolling in university. rt wourd also be useful for those

who are advising these students. Àdurt students often
sacrifice a great deal when they attend university.
Finances and time are just a couple of examples. Their
families are arso affected. They will want have an idea

about their chances for success before making such

sacrifices.

Conclusion

rhis chapter has listed the variabres being examined in
this study, described how the data were collected, and how

they were statisticarly analyzed. rt has also described

rimitations and strengths of the study. The next chapter

will include the actual results.



DATA ANALYSIS

This chapter will describe the results. The first
section will look at the frequencies of the individual
values of each variable. Às indicated in the previous

chapter, frequencies vrere used to describe the population

and determine the dropout rate. The next secLion will
describe the resurts of the pearson product-moment

correlation analysis. This vlas done to determine if there
was a relationship between any of the independent variables
and persistence. The last section wirr describe the results
of the stepwise multiple regression analysis.

Frequenc ies

The frequencies of the individual values for each

variable are described in this section. This was done to
describe the popuration and to determine the dropout rate.

Gender

Às indicated by Table 4.1, the numbers of males and

females who were twenty one years of age or o1der, and in a

first degree program, were nearly equar. one hundred

eighteen (48.0%) were femare and one hundred twenty eight
(52.0%) vrere male.
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TABLE 4.1

Gender

Gender Frequency Percent

Female

Male

TOTAL

118

128

48.0

52.0

246 100.0

Aqe

Àn interesting finding, as noted in Tab1e 4.2, is that
the greatest majority of adult students r.rere in the zo-zs

age group. A total of 157 out of the sampler or G3.9% fell
into this category. some of the studies which vrere reviewed

did not even define this age group as adult students. some

of the studies only considered the students who were at
least twenty five years of age. The numbers of students

from 26-29 and from 30-39 were almost equaI, being 34

(13.9%) and 37 (15.0%), respectively. only 15 (6.1%) were

in their forties, two (0.8%) were in their fifties, and onry

one (0.4%) was sixty years of age or older
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TABLE 4.2

Student Àges

1n
Àge
years Frequency Percent

20-25

26-29

30-39

40-49

50-s9

60+

TOTAL

157

34

37

15

2

1

63.9

13 .9

1s.0

6.1

0.8

0.4

246 100.0

Native Ethnicitv

Às indicated by Table 4.3, for the 246 students in the

sample, the majority srere non-native. one hundred seventy-

six, or 71.5%, feIl into that category and seventyr oÍ
28 .5%, were nat ive.
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TÀBLE 4.3

Ethnicity of the Students

Ethn ic i ty Frequency Percent

Nat i ve

Non-nat i ve

TOlAL

69

155

27 .7

62.2

246 100.0

Sessional Àccommodat ion

Table 4.4 lists the number of adurt students at Brandon

university who live on campus, and the number who rive off
campus. rt comes as no surprise that the vast majority
choose to live off campus. The accommodations are not

suited for married couples or for students who have

children. Many adult students wourd feer awkward riving
with students who are considerabry younger than they are.
Twenty-three students, or 9.3%, lived in residence. Two

hundred twenty-three, or 90.7%, lived off campus.
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TABLE 4.4

Sessional Accommodat ions

Residence Frequency Percent

Res idence 23 9.3

Non-residence 223 90.7

TOTAL 246 1 00.0

Previous Àcademic Leve1

As indicated by Table 4.5, nearry half of the students

did not complete high school. Eight students, or 3.3%, did
not attend high school at all. Ninety-nine, or 40.2%, had

been enrolled in high school, but did not complete their
program. One hundred thirty-nine, or 56.5%, had completed

grade twelve. As indicated in the previous chapter,
students who had transferred in courses from other
universities were excluded from the sample.
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TABLE 4.5

Previous Àcademic Level

Bac kground Frequency Percent

No

Some

High School

High Schoo1

Grade 12

TOTÀL

I
99

139

3.3

40.2

56. s

246 100.0

Admission Status

In spite of the fact that over half of the studenLs in
the sample have completed grade tweLve, the majority of them

had mature admi ss i on status . The di spar i ty vras 1i kely a

resurt of two factors. some students may have lost their
documents and applied as mature students. some of the out

of province students may have completed grade twelve, but

their standing would not have allowed Lhem to apply as

regular students. (Non-l¡anitoba residents who apply for
admission at Brandon university as regular students on the

basis of a high school diploma have to meet certain
requirements on the basis of grades, types of courses taken,

or both, depending on where they graduated. )

Tab1e 4.6 indicates that out of the 246 students in the

sampre, one hundred f if ty seven, or 63.8%, l¡ere admitted as
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mature students. The remaining 89 students, or 36,2%, were

TÀBLE 4.6

Admission Status

Status Frequency Percent

Mature 157 63.8

Regular 89 36.2

TOTÀL 246 1 00.0

admitted as regular students.

Desree Program

The data indicated that most of the students in the

sampre Ì.¡ere enrolled in an Àrts degree program. Tabre 4.7

indicates that out of the 246 students, one hundred eight,
or 43.9%, were enrolled in Arts, fifty threer oE 21 .S%, in
science, forty four, or 17.9%, in General studies, fortyr oF

16.3% ,in Education, and one, or 0.4%, in Music.
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TABLE 4.7

Enrollment in Ðegree Programs

Degree Frequency Percent

Art s

Sc ience

General- Studies

Educat i on

108

53

44

40

1

43.9

21 .5

17 .9

16.3

0.4Music

TOTAL 246 1 00.0

Courseload

Though there vrere quite a few part-time students in the

sample, the majority were full-time. As indicated in Table

4.8, one hundred seventy seven of the two hundred forty six
students, or 72.0%, were f ul1-time and sixty nine, or 28.0%,

TABLE 4.8

Frequencies of FuII- and Part-Time Students

Courseload Frequency Percent

FuI1-time

Part-t ime

TOTAL

177

69

72.0

28.0

246 100.0
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of the total, were part-time.

Use of Mature Student Centre Services

The majority of the students used the services of the

Mature student centre. Table 4.9 shows that eighty five
students (3a.6%) had not used the services. Fi fty f ive
students Q2.4%) sought help f rom the Mature student centre
prior to starting classes only (..g., selection of the

first set of courses, writing diagnostic tests) and did not

return for additional assistance once classes began. one

hundred six students (¿3.1%), the rargest of these three
subgroups, continued to use the services on an ongoing

TABLE 4.9

Use of the Mature Student Centre

Service Used Frequency Percent

Not Used

Pre-enrollment

Ongoing

TOTÀL 246 100.0

85

55

106

34 .6

22 .4

43 .1

basis.
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Dropout

Às Table 4. 1 0 irlustrates, the burdens of being an

adult student seemed to take their to1l. out of the 246

adurt students in the sarnpre who started classes in 1 993,

one hundred seventy one (69.5%) trad dropped out. seventy

fiver or 30.5%, $¡ere persisters. Because Brandon university
is a smalI university, it does not have very many

professionar programs. Therefore, some of the students who

appear to have dropped out may have transferred to other

TÀBLE 4.1 O

Frequencies of Ðropouts and persisters

Status Frequency Percent

Dropout

Persister

TOTÀL 246 100.0

universities. This was not studied in the current research.

69.5

30. s

171

75
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Pearson Product-Moment Correlation ResuI t s

Table 4.11 lists the values of the pearson product-

moment correlation coefficient (pearson r), pearson t
squared, and the level of significance for each of the

independent variables measured against the dependent

TABLE 4.11

The Correlation of Persistence with All Independent
Var iables

Pearson R R Squared Signi f icance

Àdmission Status

Pre-enrollment Use

Prev. Àcademic Level

Courseload

Native Ethnicity
Accommodat ions

Arts Degree

MSC Non-user

Education Degree

Ongoing Use

General Studies Degree

Gender

Àge

Science Ðegree

0.1997

-0. 1 8s8

0 .17 43

-0.1 383

0.1241

-0 .121 0

-0.1 055

0.0944

0.0911

0.06s7

0.0s96

0.0172

0.00s6

-0.0034

0.0399

0.0345

0.0304

0.0191

0.0154

0 . 0146

0.0111

0.0089

0.0083

0.0044

0.0036

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.002

0.003

0.006

0.030

0.052

0.0s8

0.099

0. 140

0.155

0.30s

0.352

0.788

0.931

0.958

var iable.
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As TabIe 4.11 indicates, four of the independent

variabres were signif icantly correl-ated with persistence,

based on a significance level of p<=0.05. In rank order

from the highest to the lowest significance reve1, they were

admission status, pre-enrollment use of the Mature student

centre, previous academic level and courseload. Two other
variabres, native ethnicity and sessionar accommodations,

came very close to the cutoff significance 1eveI. However,

it was interesting to note that, for all of the significant
variables, the correlation coefficients were relatively row,

with values ranging from -0.0034 to 0.1997 .

Based on the vray the data were coded (refer to Appendix

I ) , as the level of previous education increased, the

likerihood of persistence arso increased. Those admitted as

regurar students $¡ere more likely to persist than those

admitted as mature students. FuII-time students were more

likely to persist than part-time students. Students who

used the services of the Mature student centre only for pre-
enrollment advising were ress likery to persist. Because

0.052 wourd round off to 0.05 if rounded to two digits,
native ethnicity ?¡as considered to be significantly
correlated with persistence for purposes of this research.

Based on how the data were coded, non-native students vrere

more likely to persist.
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Multiplying the r squared varues by 100% converted them

to percentage varues, and indicated the percent of the totar
information needed for perfect explanation of the difference
between persistence and dropout (Ott, Larsen, and

Mendenharr, 1987). Admission status explained 3.99% of. the

totaI, pre-enrollment use explained 3.45%, previous academic

leve1 explained 3.04%, and native ethnicity exprained 1.s4%.

These tere not very high, indicating that it was difficurt
to predict persistence

certainty.
or dropout with a high degree of

Stepwise Multiple Reqression Results

This section wirl describe the results obtained from

the stepwise multiple regression analysis. Table 4.12

summarizes the varues obtained from this anarysis. Às the

tabre indicates, two steps were carried out. After that,

TABLE 4.12

Stepwíse MuItip1e Regression Results

Step Variable Mult R RSq sig Rsqch Cor rel

1

2

St. stat , 0.1997 0.0399 0.002 0.0399 A.1997

Pre-enro1 0.2651 0.0703 0.000 0.0304 -0. 1 B5B

NOTE:'Variable=Variab1e stepped in.
'Murt R'=MuLtipre regression correlation coefficient.
'R Sq'='Mult R' squared.
'Sig'=Significance leve1 of 'Mult R'.
'Rsqch' =Change in 'R Sg' .
'Correl' =Bivariate correlation coef f icient
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the minimum tolerance level of 0.05 vras reached.

The independent variable which was stepped in first was

student status. The multiple correration coefficient for
student status was 0.1997 (p.0.002 ) . Since this vlas the

variabre stepped in for the first eguation, the bivariate
correration coefficient vlas the same. Based on the sguare

of this value, this wourd exprain 3.99"Á of the variation.
Just as with the bivariate pearson product-moment

correration coefficents risted previously, in spite of the

rerativery row correlation coefficients, the high number of
cases red to the significance of the resurts (ott, Larsen,

and Mendenhall, 1987).

The variable stepped in for the second equation was

pre-enrollment use. The multiple R value vras 0.2651 , and,

although it vras not very high, it was highly significant
(p.0.001 ) . This variable increased the tikerihood of a

prediction of persistence by 7.03%, with students using the

services for pre-enrolrment use onry being the ones ress

likely to persist.

This chapter has included the results of the study.

The next chapter will summarize the study and discuss the

conclusions and recommendations.



SLIMMÀRY, CONCLUSTONS, AND RECOMMENDÀTI ONS

This chapter contains a summary of this study. It
arso contains a description of the conclusions which vrere

formed and the recommendations that were offered.

iummarv

This research v¡as conducted to determine the dropout
rate and demographic factors associated with dropout for
adult students at Brandon university. The popuration in the

study included adurts admitted in 1983 who were at least
twenty-one years of age by the end of their first academic

session. They r.¡ere enroll-ed in a degree program and were

taking courses for credit.
courses before.

They had not taken university

The independent variables included gender r â9Ê r

ethnicity (native versus non-native), type of sessional
accommodation (residence versus off-campus), prevl ous

academic level, admission status degree program,

the services of thecourseload, and the degree of usage

Mature SÈudent Centre.

,

of

The dependent

were defined to be

variable was

students who

pers i stence .

had graduated

Persisters

by or were
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enrolled in the 1990-91 regular

longitudinal study.

sesSlon,
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making this a

Previous research reports of persistence of adult
university students and demographic factors associated with
persistence were reviewed. The review indicated that there

v¡as a very wide range of dropout rates. Academic level
seemed to be associated with persistence, while gender

seemingly was unrelated. rnconsistent findings were noted

for student use of a support program and for age. Native

ethnicity, Iiving in residence or off-campus, degree

program, and courseload were inconclusive.

The data were analyzed by use of the Statistics package

for the social sciences (spss-x) programs for frequencies,

Pearson product-moment correlations, and stepwise multiple
regression. The frequencies anarysis was used to determine

the dropout rate. which was 69.5%, and to examine the

characteristics of the popuration. Based on the resurts of

the Pearson product-moment correlation resurts, significant
differences between persisters and dropouts !{ere found in

the previous academic revel, admission status, courseroad,

and use of the Mature student centre services. Based on the

results of the stepwise multiple regression analysis, two of

these same variables were found to be significantly
associated with persistence. They were admission status and

pre-enrollment use of the Mature Student Centre services.
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Conc lus i ons

The findings of the study seem

conclusions that fo]Iow.

to warrant the

The dropout rate of 69.5% indicates that adult students
wourd have a very high rikelihood of withdrawing from

university. Even those who enter university directly out of
high school have many difficurties. The added pressures of

being an adurt student make it even more difficult. That is
not to say that it cannot be done, but it would appear not

to be an easy undertaking.

rt must be concruded that no singre variable can serve

as a sure indicator of persi stence. As indicated
previously, factors which were found to be rerated to
persistence (in rank order from the highest to the lowest)

incruded admission status (regular students were more rikery
to persist than mature students), use of the Mature student

centre services (those who only used the services for pre-
enrollment advising were less likeIy to persist), previous

academic revel (ttre more education the student had, the more

1ikely he or she was to persist), courseroad (fulr-time
students were more rikely to persist), and native eihnicity
(non-native students were more 1ikely to persist). However,

arthough these variabres were found to distinguish between

dropouts and persisters, the correlation coefficients e¡ere

not very high.
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The finding that regular students were more 1ikely to
persist than mature students came as no surprise. Because

regurar students are those who applied on the basis of high

school graduation, one wourd expect them to be more likely
to persist, particularly since Brandon University has an

open admission policy which arlows mature students with any

grade level to be admitted. That was not meant to suggest

that the open admission of mature students shourd be

abolished, however, since admission status explained onry

3 .99% of. the var iat i on .

rt $ras interesting to find that students who used the

services of the Mature student centre for pre-admission

advising only were ress 1ikely to persist. It is possibre

that students who did not use the services were those who

did not need it. They may have been confident in their
abilities to handle university coursework and adjust to
university life. Those who used the services on an ongoing

basis wourd have received more herp, particurary at crisis
times. There also may have been more anticipation and earry
intervention of probrems which coul-d have interfered with
their chances of persistence

Just as the increased likelihood of persistence by

regular students came as no surprise, so did the significant
positive correration of previous acadernic rever vrith

persistence. one would expect success in previous academic

endeavours to lead to success in future ones. Higher grade
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levers wourd be expected to be coupled with better
linguistic ski11s. The mere fact that they managed to
comprete more years of education suggests that they would

have deveroped study systems which worked for them. These

study systems would continue to benefit them in university
as weII.

The decreased likelihood of persistence of part-time
students courd be attributed to a coupre of factors. First,
the length of time needed to complete a degree could appear

too overwhelming and unrearistic. second, the factors which

prevented fuIl-time study in the first place, such as a job,
finances or family obligations,
with persistence.

may have al-so interfered

Native students may have been ress 1ikely to persist
due to a few reasons. Those who mcved to Brandon from

reserves may have found it difficurt to adapt to city Iife.
Some may have experienced discrimination from other students
which led to discouragement. rt is arso possible that the
native students in the sampre had a more rimited educational
background than the non-native students did. It is possibre

that ethnicity alone may not have been associated with
persistence if other factors such as academic background

were kept constant.

rt is important to remember that none of these

variabres were abie to predict persistence to any great
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degree. Therefore, students who are mature, have a rower

education level, part-time, or native shourd not be tord not
to enrolr. However, in pre-enrorrment advising sessions, it
would be helpful to them to be honest about their somewhat

higher chances for withdrawal so that they can make more

informed decisions about whether or not to enrorr, however.

Recommendat i on s

in the previous section, four variables
vrere found which significantly differentiated between

dropouts and persisters. However, the correlation
coefficients were not very high, suggesting that it is
difficult to predict dropout or persistence with a high
degree of certainty. rf, therefore, there is a limited
ability to predict persistence, it seems unethical for a

person or committee to determine someone else's fate by

deciding whether or not he or she should be arrowed to
enrolr. However, many students assume that admission
implies an assessment of their ability to succeed.

Therefore, mandatory advising is necessary to give students
a rearistic idea of their chances for success and the
outcomes (probation, suspension, and so forth) if they do

not succeed. Às adurts who wourd then be equipped with this
information, they should then have the right to decide
whether or not to attempt university crasses. currently,
Brandon university does have an open adrnission policy, but

Às indicated
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advising is not mandatory for many nelr students. whether or
not they have to see an advisor depends on their degree

program and their admission status.

rt seemed that demographic variabres were not very

useful in predicting who would persist. other variabres,
such as personar or psychorogical factors may be more

predictive.

seeking to isorate criticar variables that predictpersistence or attrition we may be setting anunrearistic goal. persistence is a function õt aninteraction of a variety of studentcharacteristics, situational variables, and theeducational environment. (pappas and Loring inNoel, Levitz, Sa1uri, et al, 1985, p. 14ü.

Two types of statistical anarysis were used to
determine which variables vrere significantly associated with
persistence. They were the pearson product-moment

correlation and stepvrise multipre regression. ÀIthough the
latter is a more powerful statisticar toor, it was found to
be ress appropriate than the former. Because the
significant variables were not highly correrated with
persistence, many vrere not incruded in the steps. Às a

result, information would have been rost. rn cases where

the correrations are high enough to have predictive value,
stepwise multiple regression analysis courd be very

sui tabl-e .

The studies which were reviewed did not use a uniform
def inition of dropout. sone of the studies were
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longitudinal, and therefore defined dropout in terms of Lack

of graduation or enrorlment after a period of years. others
looked at enrorlment in the year subseguent Èo the first
enrorlment. A uniform definition of dropout would make the

resurts more meaningful. Perhaps nevr terms courd be coined,

one for rack of enrollment in the second year, one for not
graduating in the traditionar period of time, and one for
those who have not graduated and are not enrorred after a

lengthy period of time, such as ten years.

suggestions for further research incrude assessment of
personal and psychological factors such as marital status,
number of dependents, motivation levers, and reason(s) for
enroll ing. Àssessment of curriculum and instructional
factors wourd arso be worthwhile. rnterviewing dropouts in
an attempt to find out their reasons for not continuing
could prove to be fruitful. However, some caution must be

exercised because some students may not be comfortabre

admitting the real reason(s),

sensitive topics.
particularly if they are

The sample in this study v¡as comprised of adult
students only. A comparison of the dropout rate between

lhose who are under twenty one years of age when they are

admitted with those ¡rho are twenty one years of age or older
would be interesting. It would also be interesting to
compare factors associated with persistence for these two

groups.
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This study defined adult students to be those who were

twenty-one years of age or order during their first session.
Hore and west (1980), who were cited in chapter Two, studied
adurt students in universities in Àustralia. They

distinguished between two groups of mature students, those
who are from 22-24 years of age and those who are 25 years

of age or order. They did this because different
institutions defined mature students differently and because

they found differences between these two groups. Repeating

this study, and breaking down the population of adult
students into subgroups such as theser or even into more

subgroups, could provide different resul_ts.

This study examined success in terms of persistence.
From the individuar students' points of view, success could
mean quite different things. some may only wish or need to
take one or a few courses, so that compretion of them would

mean success. Àn individual comes to mind who completed one

year of university. some courses v¡ere failed, others were

passed. He left university and returned to his home, a

northern reserve. Even having completed some university
placed him at an advantage over others and he obtained a job
which was satisfying to him. others may intend to transfer
later on to another university. Though the university wourd

see them as dropouts, the students wourd see themserves as

being successful if they are later admitted to another
program ersewhere, A studlz which examines the rerationship
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between various factors and the students' individual
assessment of whether or not they had reached their goals
would be interesting.

In rgvlsing our concept of dropouts vre should keepin mind that among students, at least, the lrurlract of withdrawal does not necessariry- carry thêstigma of personal failure that w€, as coil"g"teachers and administrators, normaily associaõewith it. The meaning that withdratoing studentsattach to their actions depends very mucñ on theireducationar intentions and their þerceptions oft!uir. experiences within the instilution. Àmongadministrators, however, there is a tendency tõview ar1 institutional. departures as represeniingforms of student and institutional faiiure. tiiview is that thg term dropout should be applied,if at. all, .olly to thóse forms of aeþårturáinvorving individuals who are unable to reaèonablycomplete what they came to the institution tðachieve. (Tinto in NoeI, Levitz, Sa1uri, et ai,1985, pp. 38-39).

This study has confirmed the results of
rev]. er¡ . Demographic variables can be

predictors of persistence. They explain
percentage of the variation between dropouts

The remainder is yet to be explored.

the literature
disregarded as

only a sma1l

and persisters.
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Appendix I

VÀLUE CODES

Following is a list of the codes used for the varues
for each of the independent and dependent variables.

1 . Gender.

1 =female, 2=male

2. Àqe.

The actual age r.¡as entered.
3. Native Ethnicity.

1 =Native, 2=Non-native

4. Sessional Àccommodation.

1 =Residence, 2=Non-residence

5. Previous Academic Level.

1=No High School-, 2=Partial High School, 3=High School G¡

6. Admission Status.

1 =Mature, 2=Regular

7. Àrts Deqree

O=no, 1 =yes

8. Science Deqree

0=no, 1 =yes

9. Bachelor of General Studies Deqree

0=no, 1 =yes

10. Education Deqree

0=no, 1 =yes

11. Courseload.

i =FuI1-time, Z=part-time
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12. Mature Student Centre Non-User.

1 =no , Z=yes

13. Pre-enrollment Use On1v.

1 =no , 2=yes

14. Onooinq Mature Student Centre User.

1 =no , 2=yes

1 5. Pers i stence.

1=dropout, 2=persister


